
Cloud migration
Cloud migrations turn admins’ life upside down. 

Validating all the previous settings migrated is a 

huge challenge.

Onboarding of 
newcomers
Jira terms and concepts are often confusing. New 

hires have no clue where to find what in the system. 

So, they also run to the admins with tons of questions.

STEP 1

Fast and cool 
documentation

Full project documentation in seconds   

One-click access to project information 

Export project & workflow configuration to 

Confluence or PDF

Depressing audit 
requirements
Manual documentation to meet audit obligations 

can take up to 40 (!) hours per project.

Cumbersome
change tracking
When the number of project settings exceeds the 

admin’s capacity or there are multiple admins, 

quickly identifying problems becomes tough.

Neverending training 
of users
Jira users have no or limited project information. 

And always chasing admins with project questions 

lead to frustration.

Why Jira admins fail

Glass Project Documentation
for Jira is here for the rescue!

GLASS PROJECT DOCUMENTATION:

Jira 
administration 
made easy
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GJP-12 Marketing Candidate

GJP-19 Referral discouts

GJP-24 Afterburner revision III

GJP-40 Blocker - App Basics

GJP-70 Website side panel

GJP-87 500 Error reservation

GJP-166 Create banner adss to use

GJP-101 Crfeate custom user

GJP-111 Afterburner revision IV

GJP-134 Enable speed spacecraft

GJP-41 Product logo

GJP-44 Gravity Webinar Blog

GJP-42 Update promotion groups

GJP-43 Dashloop Logistics

STEP 2

See important details
Analyze user roles, groups, permissions, and 

notifications   

Create snapshots and compare Jira project 

configurations   

Deep dive by drilling down into workflow 

settings

STEP 3

Education
Training and onboarding videos

Fast links to official Atlassian tutorials 

Vendor support

These issues make Jira admins overworked and depressed 
and may create a poor impression about Jira, 

which can ruin their working morale and productivity.

A productivity Atlassian app designed to add a dash of simplicity to the lives of 

Jira admins. It automates painful manual documentation and keeps up to date, 

making your Jira project configuration transparent.

Overall, for Jira administrators, Glass is sure to improve productivity and 
project transparency, promote seamless collaboration and offer a more 

user-friendly experience of the Jira platform.

Learn more at: www.meta-inf.hu/en/glass

Flexible cloud pricing
based on the number of users

Hosting
on-premise or cloud


